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In accordance with IATA Resolution 850m (Passenger Agency Conference Resolution Manual) Air Astana 
hereby de�nes and updates the airlines reservations and fare audit process related to the revenue 
recovery policy and the issuance of Agency Debit Memos (ADM).

ADMs are a legitimate accounting tool being used by airlines to collect amounts or make adjustments to 
agent transactions related to the issuance of Travel Documents. Alternative uses of ADMs may also exist, 
where an ADM could be issued for debits that are not directly related to Travel Documents; such as for 
deposits or penalties for group sales, Global Distribution System (GDS) or booking abuse.

The objective of the audit process is to ensure that all fare rules and procedures are respected and in 
case of the contrary, to settle the di�erence in an adequate and logical way, equal for all distribution 
channels. Fare audits are performed on all 465 (Air Astana) document issuances, refunds, re-issues and 
revalidation transactions.

Types of ADMs issued by Air Astana include, but are not limited to:

Fare Violations
- Incorrect fare application and combinability 
- Incorrect fare value (under collection)
- Minimum / Maximum stay, advance purchase rules
- Seasonality, �ight applications
- Codeshare �ight restrictions
- Stopovers, transfers and surcharges
- Incorrect RBD (booking class) on KC and other airlines
- Incorrect fare basis
- Open or waitlisted sectors (where fare requires con�rmed reservations)
- Plating Violations
- Baggage allowances

A fare and tari� is only guaranteed when the fare was auto-priced by the GDS and the ticket was issued 
with a ticket number, based on con�rmed �ights and the ticket reported via BSP or ARC. Auto-priced 
and stored but not (yet) ticketed fares are subject to any price change

Commission Violations
- Incorrect Application
- Over-collection of commission (standard and supplementary)
- Discounts

Fees, Surcharges and Taxes
- Incorrect collection of taxes and surcharges
- Missing taxes and surcharges
- Wrongly altered taxes and surcharges
- Already used taxes refunded in error.



Refund Violations
- Incorrect calculation of refund amount, taxes and fuel surcharges
- Incorrect application of cancelation penalty 
- Incorrect application of no-show charges when refunding
- Incorrect calculation of refunds commission amount
- Incorrect form of payment on refunds (not the same as the sale form of payment)
- Failure of agent to cancel the live PNR at the same time as the cancelation/refund of the ticket.

Exchange Violations
- Missing re-booking fee
- In the event of incorrect ticket re-issue/exchange procedure in GDS (i.e. incorrect collection of fee for upgrade or fee for 
re-booking/rerouting in the GDS) the Agent will be issued with an ADM as follows:
 a/ in amount of upgrade fee applicable if such amount is re�ected in CP TAX code as penalty
 b/ in amount of rebooking fee applicable if such amount not re�ected as new tax in CP code 

ADM’s are also issued by the airline to the agent in case of credit card chargeback.

In the instances above, the Airline will claim via ADM the di�erences between the amount received from 
the agent and the amount due.

The Airline also reserves the right to claim reimbursement from the Agent, in the form of an ADM, 
for additional costs incurred because of ine�ective use of reservation channels. Examples include, 
but not limited to:

- Creating false PNR or using false names of passengers to block and adversely a�ecting inventory.
- Creating test bookings in the reservation system adversely a�ecting inventory.
- Ticketing with a false status of OK.
- Ticketing SA or HL status without the Airline authorization
- Creating duplicate PNR’s for the same passengers by the same agent or branches.
- Freezing of seats as a result of not issuing tickets with a OK or TL status in the teicketing element of the PNR
- Entering a Ticketing Time Limit (TTL) for time/date after the departure of the �ight
- Discrepancy of information in PNR and issued ticket
- Duplicate ETKT in the same PNR for the same passenger in case of incorrect ticketing
- Issuance of tickets for a special category of passengers which requires con�rmation by the airline before ticketing (for 
example UNMR)
- Incorrect re-issue/Exchange of ETKT of �ight coupon sequence

In these cases of ine�ective use of reservation channels, the agent will be penalized 50% from the 
fare per each failure on all Air Astana routes.

Other violations that can result in ADM / Penalties being issued to agents

- Absence of passenger/agent telephone / contact number for use in case of delay/�ight interruption.
- Fraudulent manual updates to ET documentation
- Incorrect split of VAT for domestic / international routes for sales within BSP Kazakhstan

Supplementary Notes

ADMs are issued where it is necessary to recover money that should have been collected by the carrier 
but for technical reasons (or by agent’s mistake) are not shown in BSP report.

ADMs are issued only once for one reason for one ticket. The next ADM may be issued for further 
adjustments or for any other reasons. (In case of ADM amount duplication the agent must notify the 
carrier for timely adjustment).



One ADM may contain more than one ticket, if all the tickets are issued by one agency (identi�ed by 
IATA code).

ADMs can be billed to an issuing/accredited agent in cases where the rules have been violated by its 
subagent.

ADMs contain a brief description of its issuance reason. If the reason is not entirely clear, the agent 
has the right to ask for a more detailed explanation.

ADMs can be waived if there was no proven basis for its issuance. ADM disputes can be executed 
within 15 calendar days of issuance.

If ADMs are reported, an agent can use ADM Dispute function until the subsequent remittance date 
according to BSP Calendar. This date is still actual in circumstances where the agent didn’t dispute 
within 15 calendar days or if the carrier didn’t accept dispute without explanation. This date and the 
ADM dispute function are not valid for ADM group deposits. 

If no actions are taken before the aforementioned deadline, ADMs will be considered actual and no 
disputes can be accepted further on.

The carrier has the right to issue ADM within a year from the sale/refund date.
The carrier has the rights to amend this policy.
This policy is e�ective for ADM issued from 30 October 2015.
 


